Borlase Sports Campus Lottery
Terms and Conditions

The Borlase Sports Campus Lottery is being run by Sir William Borlase’s Grammar School,
West Street, Marlow, SL7 2BR. Our Lottery Licence number is 012117
Entry to the Sports Campus Lottery deems that you have accepted the Terms and
Conditions of the offer
We do not accept responsibility for entries (ticket purchases) lost, mislaid, stolen,
unprocessed or otherwise, regardless of cause, e.g. human error, technical failure
The prize draw is open to entrants over 16 years of age
In entering the Sports Campus Lottery, you confirm that you are eligible to do so and eligible
to claim any prize you may win
Entry to the Sports Campus Lottery is actioned by choosing and buying a ‘pitch square’ on
TicketSouce
There are different costs associated with buying small, medium and large pitch squares. The
number of times your name will be entered into the prize draw will depend on the amount
you have paid for your pitch square/s.
Participants can buy:
Number of Squares
One small
One medium
One Large

Cost of Square
£25
£100
£250

Number of times entered into the prize draw
1
4
10

Upon purchase you can select the position of the square where you would like your
name/your child's/family name to appear on our Sports Campus Support Board
The name/s an entrant chooses to be printed on the final Sports Campus Supporters Board
will be limited to 40 characters (ten characters per line)
The text on your pitch square will be in the smallest font for the small pitch square, medium
sized font for the medium sized pitch square and the largest font for the large pitch square
There is no limit to the number of pitch squares you can purchase, as long as they are in
stock
Each individual pitch square is unique and can only be bought once, by one individual
When a pitch square has been bought, it will belong to the owner for the entirety of the
lottery period and will not be made available for sale again
There will be a draw when all pitch squares are sold. The winner of the main jackpot will
receive £1000. There will also be additional 4 prizes of £500 each
The winner will be notified within 7 days of The Draw, to the email address provided during
purchase
The prize is non-exchangeable, non-transferable and no alternatives will be offered
By entering the Sports Campus Lottery, you consent to any personal information you provide
in entering being used by SWBGS for the purposes of administering the prize draw
Payment of the cash prizes will be made by cheque or BACS transfer
If you are selected as one of the winners of the Sports Campus Lottery, you agree to
participate in any promotions relating to the promotion, within reason, including
announcement on social media, the website and other forums
All entrants may apply for details of the winning participants by contacting us
Borlase reserves the right to cancel the prize draw or amend these terms and conditions at
any time, without prior notice
The prize draw and these terms and conditions will be governed by English law and any
disputes will be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales

